EarthWalk

Ensemble Series

The Ensemble Series adds security and storage space to learning environments with limited square footage. These stackable cubes can be custom configured as stationary sections, stacked atop each other, or mobilized by adding 3”, 5”, or 8” casters. This multi-configuration series can also incorporate up to 20 device compartments per module, integrated built-in device & battery charging systems, storage drawers and laminate tops. Works with all devices, from laptops to Chromebooks and tablets/iPads.

SUPPORTS:

Windows 10, Mac, Chrome, iPad, Android

Stock color is black; available in other colors
Ensemble Series

Module Dimensions:
Height: 17”
Width: 24”
Depth: 22”
Weight: Approx.* 52 lbs.

Laptop Compartment Dimensions:
Height: 13”
Width: MOD 08—2.6” slots
MOD 16—1.3” slots
Depth: 14”

ES-MOD-08/16

Laminate Top (ES-MOD-TOP)
- Durable 1 1/8” laminated wood top with T-molding allows for use of printers, projectors, and other equipment on top of the Laptop Depot.
- Grey or Black laminate color options
- Provides a smooth work and writing surface, unobstructed by handles or metal lip.
- Weight: Approx. 19 lbs.

ES-MOD-Drawer
Height: 8”
Width: 24”
Depth: 22”
Weight: Approx.* 40 lbs.

- Key-locking security drawer
- Drawer provides additional storage space
- Can be used to incorporate optional battery charging system

OPTIONS

UL Power Strips
Each module can be equipped with an optional UL Power strip
- 8 outlet UL Power Strip (ES-AC08)
- 10 outlet UL Power Strip (ES-AC10)
- 20 outlet UL Power Strip (ES-AC20)

HE-Z High-Efficiency Charging System
This patented system provides the most energy-efficient and easy approach to charging groups of devices—no AC adapters needed! EarthWalk’s High Efficiency (HE) charging integrates a central power supply and control circuit board system to distribute simultaneous power to every device with up to 85% more energy efficiency than charging with AC Adapters. HE-Z charging cables can be easily swapped when devices are changed or updated and this system also allows multiple brands of devices to be stored and charged in one cart/station/locker.

iPad Sync Option
- Sync and charge your Apple iPads, iPad mini and iPod touch devices
- Compatible with both Apple 30-pin and Lightning connector cables
- Full 2.1A charging power for all Apple devices
- Universal design provides flexibility as technology changes
- Optional install and setup of your supplied cables available

Exterior Colors
The stock color Ensemble modules is black. Also available in light gray, medium gray metallic, industrial red, blue and safety yellow.

ES-DCP-MOD
- Primary electrical switch with AC outlet
- 10 foot 12/3 primary power cord

Pedestal Base
Your cart can be mobile or stationary by picking one of the options below:
- 3” Caster (ES-Caster-3)
- 5” Caster (ES-Caster-5)
- 2” Feet (ES-Feet-2) that offer adjustable heights

*Actual weight determined by configuration of system.

Warranty
Lifetime warranty on parts, limited 2-year warranty on electrical components. Warranty details are available upon request.
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